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Abstract
We present a deterministic online algorithm for scheduling two parallel machines when jobs
arrive over time and show that it is 12 (5−
√
5)≈ 1:38198-competitive. The best previously known
algorithm is (3=2)-competitive. Our upper bound matches a previously known lower bound, and
thus our algorithm has the best possible competitive ratio. We also present a lower bound of
1.21207 on the competitive ratio of any randomized online algorithm for any number of machines.
This improves a previous result of 4 − 2√2 ≈ 1:17157. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All
rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
We consider one of the most basic scheduling problems: scheduling parallel
machines when jobs arrive over time with the objective of minimizing the makespan.
This problem is formulated as follows: There are m machines and n jobs. Each job j
has a release time rj and a processing time pj. An algorithm must assign each job
to a machine and 9x a start time sj. No machine can run more that one job at a
time and no job may start prior to being released. Jobs may not be preempted. We
de9ne the completion time for job j to be Cj = sj +pj. The makespan is maxj Cj. The
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algorithm’s goal is to minimize the makespan. In the scheduling problem notation of
Lawler et al. [14] this problem is P|rj|maxCj.
We study an online version of this problem, where jobs are completely unknown
until their release times. In contrast, in the o;ine version all jobs are known in advance.
Since it is in general impossible to solve the problem optimally online, we consider
algorithms which approximate the best possible solution.
Competitive analysis is a type of worst case analysis where the performance of an
online algorithm is compared to that of the optimal oIine algorithm. This approach of
analyzing online problems was initiated by Sleator and Tarjan, who used it to analyze
the List Update problem [19]. The term competitive analysis originated in [13]. For
a given job set , let costA() be the cost incurred by an algorithm A on . Let
cost() be the cost of the optimal oIine schedule for . A scheduling algorithm A
is -competitive if
costA()6 cost();
for all job sets . The competitive ratio of A is the in9mum of the set of values 
for which A is -competitive. Our goal is to 9nd the online algorithm with smallest
possible competitive ratio, the optimal online algorithm.
A great deal of work has been done on parallel machine scheduling when jobs
are presented in a list and must be immediately scheduled prior to any processing
[1–3, 5, 6, 8–10, 12, 16, 17]. On the other hand, very little work has been done on the
version which we address here, despite the fact that this version of the problem seems
more realistic. The known results are as follows: Hall and Shmoys show that the LIST
algorithm of Graham is 2-competitive for all m [10, 11]. In [18], Shmoys et al. present
a general online algorithm for scheduling with release dates. This algorithm uses as
a subroutine an oIine algorithm for the given problem. If the oIine algorithm is an
-approximation, then the online algorithm is 2-competitive. They also show a lower
bound of 10=9 on the competitive ratio for online scheduling of parallel machines
with release times. The LPT algorithm starts the job with the largest processing time
whenever a machine becomes available. Chen and Vestjens show that LPT is 3=2 com-
petitive for all m [7]. These same authors also show a lower bound of 3−’≈ 1:38197
for m=2 and a general lower bound of 1:34729, where ’=(1=2)(1 +
√
5)≈ 1:61803
is the golden ratio. Stougie and Vestjens [20] show a randomized lower bound of
4− 2√2≈ 1:17157 which is valid for all m.
We present an algorithm for scheduling two parallel machines, called SLEEPY, and
show that it is (3 − ’)-competitive, and thus has the best possible competitive ratio.
We also show a randomized lower bound of
1 + max
06u¡1
u
1− 2 ln(1− u) ¿ 1:21207:
Finally, we show that any distribution over two deterministic algorithms is at best (5=4)-
competitive. It is our hope that these results arouse interest in the general
m-machine problem.
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2. The SLEEPY algorithm
We say that a job is available if it has been released, but not yet scheduled. A
machine that is not processing a job is called idle.
Our algorithm, which we call SLEEPY, is quite simple. If both machines are processing
jobs or there are no available jobs, then we have no choice but to wait. So, assume that
there is at least one idle machine and at least one available job. If both machines are
idle then start the available job with largest processing time. If at time t, one machine
is idle and the other machine is running job j then start the available job with largest
processing time if and only if t¿sj + pj.
With this algorithm a machine can be idle for two reasons. If a machine is idle
because t¡sj + pj we say the machine is sleeping. If a machine is idle because there
are no available jobs we say that the machine is waiting. If a machine is waiting we
call the next job released tardy.
Choose
 = 2− ’ = 3−
√
5
2
≈ 0:38197:
We claim that SLEEPY is (1+)-competitive. By considering two jobs of size 1 released
at time 0 we see that SLEEPY is no better than (1 + )-competitive.
3. Analysis
We will show, by contradiction, that no set of jobs with optimal oIine makespan 1
causes SLEEPY to have a makespan more than 1+. This suMces, since we can rescale
any nonempty job set to have optimal oIine makespan 1.
Without loss of generality, we identify jobs with integers 1; : : : ; n so that C16C26
· · ·6Cn. Assume that %= {(pi; ri)}ni=1 is a minimum size set of jobs with optimal
oIine makespan 1 which causes SLEEPY to have a makespan Cn¿1 + . Let A be the
machine which runs job n and B be the other machine.
The remainder of the analysis consists of verifying a number of claims. Intuitively,
what we want to show is: (1) the last three jobs to be released are the last three jobs
completed by SLEEPY, (2) two of the last three jobs have processing time greater than
 and the third has processing time greater than 1− , and (3) replacing the last three
jobs with one job results in a smaller counterexample.
The following claim is almost identical to one proven by Chen and Vestjens [7] for
LPT:
Claim 3.1. Without loss of generality; there is no time period during which SLEEPY
has both machines idle.
Proof. Assume both machines are idle during (t1; t2) and that there is no time later
than t2 when both machines are idle. If there is a job with release time prior to t2
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then removing this job results in a set with fewer jobs, the same optimal oIine cost,
and the same cost for SLEEPY. If no job is released before t2 then %′= {(pi=(1 − t2);
(ri − t2)=(1 − t2))}ni=1 is a job set with optimal oIine makespan 1, greater cost for
SLEEPY, and no time period when SLEEPY has both machines idle. Note %′ is simply %
with all release times decreased by t2 and all jobs rescaled so that the optimal oIine
cost remains 1.
Claim 3.2. The last job on machine B completes at time Cn−1¡1.
Proof. Since there is no period when SLEEPY has both machines idle, the last job on
machine B must complete at or after sn and so Cn−1¿sn.
We now show that from the release time of the last tardy job until Cn−1 the online
algorithm will process at an average rate of 2 − . Intuitively, if Cn−1¿1 then there
would be too much processing remaining for the optimal oIine algorithm to complete
by time 1.
Let j be the last tardy job and k be the job running when the last tardy job is released.
If there are no tardy jobs let rj =Ck =0. At time rj the optimal oIine algorithm may or
may not have completed all jobs released before rj. Let p (possibly 0) be the amount
of processing remaining to be completed by the optimal oIine algorithm at time rj on
jobs released before rj.
Since % is a minimum size counterexample, Ck6(1 + )(rj +p). Note that between
time rj and Cn the processing done by SLEEPY is exactly the processing done by the
optimal oIine algorithm plus Ck − rj − p.
It follows from the previous claim that there is a set of jobs 1; : : : ; ‘ such that
s16Ck¡C1 , si6si+1 , and C‘ =Cn−1.
Consider the time period (Ck; C1 ). During this period neither machine is waiting,
since the last tardy job arrived prior to Ck . So, at least (2 − )(C1 − Ck) processing
is completed by SLEEPY. Similarly, during the time period (Ci ; Ci+1) at least (2 −
)(Ci+1 − Ci) processing is completed by SLEEPY for i=1; 2; : : : ; ‘ − 1. Therefore,
during the period (Ck; Cn−1), SLEEPY completes at least (2− )(Cn−1−Ck) processing.
Since the optimal oIine algorithm can process at most 2(1− rj) after rj,
2(Ck − rj) + (2− )(Cn−1 − Ck) + (Cn − Cn−1)− (Ck − rj − p)62(1− rj):
Therefore,
(1− )(Cn−1 − Ck)62− rj − p− Cn
and further
Cn−16
2− rj − p− Cn
1−  + Ck
= (2− )(2− rj − p− Cn) + Ck
¡ (2− )(1− − rj − p) + Ck
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= 1− (2− )(rj + p) + Ck
6 1− (2− 1)(rj + p)
6 1:
The previous claim implies that pn¿Cn − Cn−1¿.
Claim 3.3. sn¿sn−1 + pn−1.
Proof. If sn6sn−1 then removing job n− 1 results in a smaller set with no greater
oIine cost and no less cost for SLEEPY, a contradiction. From the de9nition of SLEEPY,
sn¿sn−1+pn−1. Suppose that this is satis9ed with equality. If pn¿pn−1 then rn¿sn−1.
Therefore, we have
Cn = sn + pn = sn−1 + pn−1 + pn6pn−1 + rn + pn61 + :
On the other hand, if pn6pn−1 then
Cn = sn + pn6sn−1 + pn−1 + pn−16Cn−1 + pn−161 + :
Claim 3.4. Cn−2 = sn.
Proof. Since sn¿sn−1 + pn−1, either Cn−2 = sn or machine A is idle immediately
before time sn. In the later case, we have sn = rn and therefore Cn = sn+pn = rn+pn61,
which is a contradiction.
Claim 3.5. pn−1¿Cn−2 − sn−1¿.
Proof. It is easily seen that pn−1¿Cn−2−sn−1. If Cn−2−sn−16 then pn−1 = (Cn−1−
Cn−2) + (Cn−2 − sn−1)6(Cn−1 − Cn−2) + . Therefore pn−1 − Cn−1 + Cn−26 and
further rn¿sn−1. This means Cn = sn−1+pn−1+pn−(Cn−1−Cn−2)6rn+pn+61+,
a contradiction.
Claim 3.6. pn−2¿.
Proof. If pn−26 then pn−2¡pn. So, rn¿sn−2. This means Cn = sn−2 + pn−2 +
pn6rn + + pn61 + , a contradiction.
Of the jobs n− 1 and n− 2, let j be the job which starts 9rst and k be the other.
Claim 3.7. pj¿1− .
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Proof. We have pj =Cj− sj¿Cn−2− sj. Certainly, sj+pj6sk . So, (1−)(Cn−2− sj)
¿Cn−2 − sj − pj¿Cn−2 − sk . Therefore,
pj¿Cn−2 − sj
¿
Cn−2 − sk
1− 
= (2− )(Cn−2 −max{sn−1; sn−2})
= (2− )min{Cn−2 − sn−1; pn−2}
¿ (2− )
= 1− :
Claim 3.8. sj + pj = sk .
Proof. No job other than n, n − 1, and n − 2 requires more than  processing time,
since the optimal oIine makespan is 1. For the same reason jobs k and n must go on
the same machine in the optimal oIine schedule. This means either k or n must be
released before time 1 − 2. Suppose job i¡n − 2 has si6sj and Ci¿sj + pj. Then
si+pi6sj and pi¿pi+pj¿pi+(1−). This implies that pi¿, a contradiction.
Therefore, any job that starts before job j must complete before time sj + pj: Since
pj¿(1− )= 1− 2, we have sk = sj + pj.
Claim 3.9. min{rn; rn−1; rn−2}¿maxi6n−3{si}.
Proof. Since jobs n, n−1, and n−2 are larger than all other jobs and start later, they
must have been released after maxi6n−3{si}.
Claim 3.10. pn + pk − pj¿0.
Proof. We have
pn + pk − pj = pn + Ck − sk − (Cj − sj)
= pn + Ck − Cj − pj
¿pn + Ck − Cj − 
= Cn − Cn−1 + Cn−1 − Cn−2 + Ck − Cj − 
¿Cn−1 − Cn−2 + Ck − Cj
¿ 0:
Let %′ be the set of jobs {(pi; ri)}n−3i=1 ∪{(pn + pk − pj;min{rn; rn−1; rn−2})}. This
set is valid by the preceding claim.
Claim 3.11. The optimal o;ine cost of %′ is no more than 1− pj.
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Proof. Since we can assume that on each of the machines individually the optimal
oIine algorithm orders its jobs by release times, this set can be processed identi-
cally to % for the 9rst n − 3 jobs. The new job (pn + pk − pj;min{rn; rn−1; rn−2})
runs on the machine which would have run k. This schedule has cost no more
than 1− pj.
Claim 3.12. SLEEPY’s cost on %′ is at least Cn − (1 + )pj.
Proof. The 9rst n − 3 jobs are served identically. The 9nal job starts at time sj. The
makespan is at least sj +pn +pk −pj = sk +pk +pn − (1+ )pj¿Cn − (1+ )pj.
If we rescale %′ to have optimal oIine cost 1 then we have our contradiction
(a smaller counterexample). We therefore have:
Theorem 3.1. SLEEPY is (1 + )-competitive for =2− ’.
4. Randomized lower bounds
We show a randomized lower bound which improves on the previous result of
Stougie and Vestjens [20, 21]. To do this, we use the von Neumann and Yao principle
[23, 22]. The use of this principle to prove lower bounds on the competitive ratio is
treated in Borodin and El-Yaniv [4]. However, none of the results given there apply
to our situation, since they allow a more forgiving de9nition of competitiveness. We
therefore need the following lemma:
Lemma 4.1. Let  be a distribution over a set of inputs {} indexed by . Let the
set of all deterministic algorithms {A} for this set of inputs be indexed by . If
there exists a real number  such that for all 
E
[
costA()
cost()
]
¿;
then no randomized algorithm has competitive ratio less than .
Proof. Suppose for a contradiction that a randomized online algorithm A with com-
petitive ratio less than  exists. A is a distribution  over the set of deterministic
online algorithms {A}. We have
6 inf

E
[
costA()
cost()
]
6E E
[
costA()
cost()
]
;
= EE 
[
costA()
cost()
]
6 sup

E 
[
costA()
cost()
]
= sup

E [costA()]
cost()
:
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The 9rst inequality follows from the conditions of the lemma. The rest follow from
basic facts about mathematical expectations. This implies that for any real ¿0 there
exists an  such that
E [costA()]¿(− )cost();
which is a contradiction.
Theorem 4.1. No randomized algorithm for m¿2 machines is -competitive with 
less than
1 + max
06u¡1
u
1− 2 ln(1− u) ¿ 1:21207:
Proof. We use Lemma 4.1. Let 06u¡1 be a real constant. We show a distribution
over job sets such that the expectation of the competitive ratio of all deterministic
algorithms is at least 1 + u=(1− 2 ln(1− u)). Let
q =
1
1− 2 ln(1− u) ; p(y) =
1
(y − 1) ln(1− u) :
We now de9ne the distribution . In all cases, we give two jobs of size 1 at time
0. With probability q, we give no further jobs. With probability 1−q, we pick y at
random from the interval [0; u] using the probability density p(y) and release m−1
jobs of size 2−y at time y. Note that q¿0 and that ∫ u0 p(y) dy=1, and therefore this
is a valid distribution.
We now analyze the expected competitive ratio incurred by a deterministic online
algorithm on this distribution. Let x be the time at which the algorithm would start the
second of the two size one jobs, given that it never receives the jobs of size 2−y. If
the third job is not given, the algorithm’s cost is 1+ x while the optimal oIine cost
is 1. If the jobs of size 2−y are given at time y6x, then the algorithm’s cost is at
least 2 and this is also the optimal oIine cost. If the jobs of size 2−y are given at
time y¿x, then the algorithm’s cost is at least 3−y while the optimal oIine cost is
again 2. First consider x¿u. In this case, the expected competitive ratio is
E
[
costA()
cost()
]
¿ q(1 + x) + (1− q)
∫ u
0
p(y) dy;
¿
1 + u
1− 2 ln(1− u) +
−2 ln(1− u)
1− 2 ln(1− u)
∫ u
0
dy
(y − 1) ln(1− u) ;
= 1 +
u
1− 2 ln(1− u) :
Now consider x¡u. In this case we have
E
[
costA()
cost()
]
¿q(1 + x) + (1− q)
(∫ x
0
p(y) dy +
∫ u
x
p(y)
3− y
2
dy
)
;
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=
1 + x
1− 2 ln(1− u) +
−2
1− 2 ln(1− u)
(∫ x
0
dy
y − 1 +
∫ u
x
3− y
2
dy
y − 1
)
;
=
1 + x
1− 2 ln(1− u) +
−2
1− 2 ln(1− u)
(
ln(u− 1)− u
2
+
x
2
)
;
= 1 +
u
1− 2 ln(1− u) :
Since the adversary may choose u, the theorem follows. Choosing u=0:575854 yields
a bound of at least 1:21207.
One natural class of randomized online algorithms is the class of barely random
algorithms [15]. A barely random online algorithm is one which is a distribution over
a constant number of deterministic algorithms. Such algorithms are often easier to
analyze than general randomized ones. We show a lower bound for any barely random
algorithm which is a distribution over two deterministic algorithms:
Theorem 4.2. No distribution over two deterministic online algorithms is
-competitive with  less than 54 .
Proof. Suppose there is an algorithm which is ( 54 − )-competitive for ¿0. We give
the algorithm two jobs of size 1 at time 0. With some probability p, the algorithm
starts the second job at time t1, while with probability 1 − p, it start it at time t2.
Without loss of generality, t1¡t2. First, we must have
1 + pt1 + (1− p)t2 ¡ 54 ;
and therefore
p ¿
4t2 − 1
4(t2 − t1) :
We also conclude that t1¡ 14 . Now suppose we give the algorithm m− 1 jobs of size
2− t1 − " at time t1 + ". Then its competitive ratio is at least
p(3− t1 − ") + (1− p)2
2
=
1− t1 − "
2
p+ 1 ¿
(1− t1 − ")(4t2 − 1)
8(t2 − t1) + 1 ¡
5
4 ;
and therefore
t2 ¡
1− 3t1 − "
2− 4t1 − 4" :
Since this is true for all "¿0 we have
t2 ¡
1− 3t1
2− 4t1 :
If instead we give m − 1 jobs of size 2 − t2 − " at time t2 + ", then the competitive
ratio is at least
3− t2 − "
2
¿
5− 9t1 − 2"+ 4t1"
4− 8t1 :
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Again, this holds for all "¿0 and so we have
5− 9t1
4− 8t16
5
4
− ;
which is impossible for 06t1¡ 14 .
This is interesting in that it shows that to be 54 -competitive, a distribution over 2
deterministic algorithms should start the initial jobs immediately or delay the start of
one of the jobs by 12 the processing time, both with equal probability. It suggests the
following algorithm for two machines, which we call HALF SLEEPY:
1. With probability 12 run LPT.
2. With probability 12 run SLEEPY with =
1
2 .
We leave as an open question the competitive ratio of HALF SLEEPY.
5. Conclusions
We have shown a deterministic online algorithm for scheduling two machines with
release times with the best possible competitive ratio. Further, we have improved the
lower bound on the competitive ratio of randomized online algorithms for this problem.
We feel there are a number of interesting and related open questions. First, is there
a way to generalize SLEEPY to an arbitrary number of machines and have a competitive
ratio smaller than LPT? Or the even stronger result, for a 9xed value of ¿0 is there an
algorithm which is ( 32 − )-competitive for all m? Second, does randomization actually
reduce the competitive ratio? It seems like randomization should help to reduce the
competitive ratio a great deal. However, the best known randomized algorithms are
actually deterministic (SLEEPY for m=2 and LPT for m¿2). We have proposed a
randomized algorithm HALF SLEEPY, but so far have not been successful in analyzing
it. Third, how much does the competitive ratio decrease if restarts are allowed? In
many real-world situations a job can be killed and restarted later with only the loss of
processing already completed.
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